**TUESDAY 9 NOVEMBER**

**8h30-12h30 Round Tables [Hybrid]**

Encan Venue, La Rochelle

*In English.*

**8h30 > Round Tables Opening**

› Jean-Marc Ogier, *President of La Rochelle University*

› Sébastien Peltier, *President of La Rochelle University Foundation, CEO & Director of Valbiotis*

› Isabella Baer-Eiselt, *EU-CONEXUS Director*

**9h > Connected, Efficient & Responsible Ports : how can EU-CONEXUS contribute?**

*Moderator*: Andrius Sutnikas, Head manager of Lithuanian Maritime Cluster and project manager of Klaipeda Science and Technology Park (Lithuania)

**Speakers:**

› Dimitris Spyrou, *Consultant in Strategic Planning and Marketing, Piraeus Port Authority (Greece)*

› Josip Orović, *Associate Professor, University of Zadar (Croatia)*

› Tatjana Paulauskiene, *Professor and Senior Researcher, Klaipeda University (Lithuania)*

› Vincent Hamani, *Postdoctoral Researcher, La Rochelle University (France)*

**11h > Sustainable Tourism (and Ports)**

**Speakers:**

› Rasa Rupuleviciene, *Teacher, Klaipeda University (Lithuania)*

› Caroline Blondy, *Researcher, La Rochelle University (France)*

› Ana Pejdo, *Associate Professor, University of Zadar (Croatia)*

› Antonio Vidal Matzanke, *Postdoctoral Researcher, Catholic University of Valencia (Spain)*

**WEDNESDAY 10 NOVEMBER**

**8h30-12h30 Round Tables [Hybrid]**

Encan Venue, La Rochelle

*In English.*

**8h30 > Resilient Strategies for Urban Coastlines**

*Moderator*: Aloïs Le Noan, *Journalist, Climate Mural facilitator & Expert on ecological and Social Transition (France)*

**Speakers:**

› Alice Mazeaud, *Researcher, La Rochelle University (France)*

› Theoni Panteli, *Head of Blue Growth Projects Department, Municipality of Piraeus (Greece)*

› Artūras Razinkovas-Baziukas, *Chief Researcher, Klaipeda University (Lithuania)*

› Cristiana Croitoru, *Researcher, and Charles Berville, Postdoctoral Researcher, Technical University of Civil Engineering Bucharest (Romania)*

› Dubravko Pejdo, *Postdoctoral Researcher, University of Zadar (Croatia)*

› Evanthia Chatzoglou, *Senior Researcher, and Eleni Miliou, Professor, Agricultural University of Athens (Greece)*

**11h > Smart Solutions and Coastal Cities**

**Speakers:**

› Radu Vacareanu, *Rector, Technical University of Civil Engineering Bucharest (Romania)*

› Mickaël Coustaty, *Researcher, La Rochelle University (France)*

› Paulius Rapalis, *Head of Waterborne Transport and Air Pollution Laboratory, Klaipeda University (Lithuania)*

› Hugh O’Sullivan, *Postdoctoral Researcher, Waterford Institute of Technology (Ireland)*